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starting points

The motivating premise of this workshop is that the propensity
to interpret is a problem that presents itself as a solution. So far
as we can see, there is no reason why methods that originate
with bird entrails, dreams, and lights in the sky should ever
deliver worthwhile results when applied to poetry, cave paintings, or the movement of history. Nevertheless, whole academic and cultural ecologies have come into being that fetishize
interpretation as a basic act of truth-finding. What is really
happening here? Why are scarce cognitive, material, and rhetorical resources invested in an activity that yields only transitory
conclusions and often no actionable outcomes? The goal of this
workshop is to resolve the problem of interpretation; to develop an anthropology of how and why we interpret; to understand the mirror rather than the reflection. We submit that this
can be achieved only by cultivating an intellectual cosmopolitanism that disrespects all disciplinary and ideological boundaries. For us, that means stepping outside the echo chamber of
traditional humanities scholarship and engaging voices that have
not made an investment in the interpretive project. Our aim is
ambitious: over four days of intense discussion, we hope to
rethink the humanities from the ground up. We are indifferent
as to whether this dissolves the humanities or reconfigures
them entirely; the goal, instead, is to unflinchingly interrogate
their constitutive act from as many alien and unsettling
perspectives as we can contrive. For this reason, we do not
wish to prescribe either an agenda or an endpoint. To initiate
discussion, however, we propose several starting points.

Cognitive questions: Certain classes of object
(literature, sporting activity) seem to invite interpretation; others (pornography, mowing the lawn)
do not. Normally, this is explained in terms of
value (one class is more ‘important’ than the
other), but this is only to beg the question. Instead,
it seems there must be certain configurations of
stimuli that activate the interpretive faculty. If so,
can we establish when and how, exactly, this
occurs—and why? Equally, it is clear that some
people (priests, literary critics, psychologists) are
more disposed to engage in interpretive activity
than people in other professions. What
factors—innate or learned—drive this differential
disposition to interpret, and how do these then
feed back into the methods and results of interpretation?
Social questions: Attempts are often made to
justify the interpretive project in terms of public
or individual outcomes. For instance, literature is
volunteered as improving our insights into others,
philosophy is cited as reducing the tendency
towards dogmatic thinking, and history is credited
with giving greater perspective. However, there is
no admissible evidence that literary critics are
more charitable, philosophers are more

workshop details
The workshop will take the form of a three-day, fully paid-for retreat in the Cotswolds hills near Oxford, UK, from 8-12
September 2014. The retreat will involve seven people chosen to represent a broad range of relevant disciplines. Our
working days will comprise four minimally structured 1.5-hour discussion sessions, with each day taking one of the three
strands above as its starting point. Gathering together seven people for a full three days will, we hope, create a consistency
and intensity conducive to real progress. To this end personal phone and internet access will also be strictly limited to an
hour a day. The idea is to get away from the tiringly dissipated energies that often result from the standard conference
format, and make time and space for really thinking.
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open-minded, or historians wiser. Instead, we
consider it likely that these defensive moves mask
an altogether different system, in which interpreters are rewarded for concealing bias behind seeming objectivity. If so, what might the dimensions of
this system be? And why does it take the form it
does? In other words, what social advantages make
the interpretive project worth pursuing?
The future of interpretation: Thus far we have
talked about interpretation only with respect to
the subjectivity associated with Homo sapiens.
However, it is virtually certain that the medium- to
long-term future will see us encounter artificial or
natural subjectivities belonging to beings vastly
different from ourselves. Are such beings likely to
interpret the world (as opposed to understand it)
to the same degree and in the same way as us? And
if interpretation is likely to be in play, what effects
are vastly greater cognitive abilities than our own
likely to have on it? Or an entirely different evolutionary ecology from today’s? Such questions may
seem fanciful, but their formulation is likely to pay
dividends not only in how we contemplate future
events, but also in how we understand present-day
non-sentient technologies that augment human
ordinary human capacities.
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